BLUESTAR PLATINUM™ SERIES (48” AND 60”)
®

BlueStar® Platinum™ Series (48” and 60”)

NEW

With innovative new performance
features and a re‐imagined design, the
new Platinum™ series offers
incomparable power and performance
for discerning home chefs who demand
restaurant‐quality results.

Powerful PrimaNova™ 25,000 BTU burners
Our PrimaNova™ power burner provides a searing 25,000 BTUs for
maximum high heat cooking. The open‐burner system delivers direct,
concentrated and efficient heat along with superior temperature control
and flame disbursement. Choose from available 22,000 BTU, 18,000 BTU,
15,000 BTU and 130° simmer burners for a personalized cooking experience

Interchangeable Griddle Charboiler
The 2‐in‐1 Griddle Charbroiler offers the ultimate in flexibility: place the
cast‐iron griddle or charboiler anywhere on the range, and interchange the
two components based on the day’s menu. Enjoy two‐zone cooking, with
up to 40,000 BTUs of power, plus four unique cooking surfaces.

PowR Oven™
The revolutionary PowR Oven™ technology allows for faster preheating of
the oven and a 30% increase in heat efficiency. Combined with the unique
convection oven system, an extra‐large oven capacity, and a professional
grade 1850° infrared broiler – the BlueStar® Platinum™ Series delivers
restaurant‐quality results.

Enhanced Design and Unlimited Customization
BlueStar® Platinum™ ranges feature a sleeker and more functional design
including larger glass oven doors and an easier‐to‐clean range top and
oven. With an almost infinite combination of burner configurations, colors
and finishes, BlueStar® ranges can be built to suit your personal style and
cooking preferences.

BLUESTAR ® PLATINUM™ SERIES (48” AND 60”)

BlueStar® Platinum™ Series (48” and 60”)
Standard Features
 Two searing PrimaNova™ 25,000 BTU burners for
maximum high, concentrated heat
 Plus UltraNova® 22,000 BTU, SupraNova™ 18,000
BTU, Nova™ 15,000 and 130° simmer burners
 2-in-1 Griddle Charbroiler
 PowR Oven™ for faster preheating and enhanced
efficiency
 Convection oven cooking
 Extra‐large oven capacity
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